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CHAPTER CL XVIII . 
 

How to judge upon a Figure of Profections. 
 
 In the first place consider the Signe ascending in the Profection, what place it had in 

the Radix, whether it was one of the foure Angles, or Succedants, or Cadents; whose 

House it was which of the Planets is exalted therein, of whose Triplicity, whether a good or 

evill Planet was therein at the Radix, or if ° or Antiscion of any Planet was therein; or 

whether a good or an unfortunate Planet beheld the Signe, and with what aspect; and 

whether out of a Signe commanding or obeying, or that agrees or disagrees in nature; or 

whether it be a sSigne of long or short ascentions; or whether that part, which is now the 

cuspe of the house, is with any of the more noble fixed Stars; or whether the Degrees 

arising are of those we call Light, Deep, Pitted, Dark, Cloudy, or Azimene, augmenting or 

decreasing Fortune, &c.  

 For if the Signe of the Profection, as well in the Nativity as in this Progressionall 

Revolution be free from misfortune, and the Lord of that Signe Direct in both Figures, and 

in a Signe of his owne nature (whether the Geniture was nocturnall or diurnal.) If, I say, he 

be strong in any of his owne essentiall dignities, be in a good house of heaven, as well in 

the Radix as in the Annuall Figure of the Revolution of the ¢, to his place in the Radix; it is 

then a sure argument that the Native shall fully accomplish such things to his owne 

content, as the Lord of the yeer had constitution of body, stability of minde, and promises 

in the generall that the yeer shall be a successfull one. You may, if you please, together 

with the judgment, for the health of the body, consider every yeer these five things, which 

by experience I have found very true.  

 
1. The Signe of the Profection.  

2. The termes unto which the Horoscope comes.  

3. The termes in which the Aphaeta is at that time.  

4. The position of the ¡.  

5. The Ascendant of the Figure in the Annuall resolution of the ¢.  
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By consideration whereof, you may exactly know the state, condition and temperature of 

the body; how it varies, and what humour is most in excesse, &c.  

You must next in order consider the Lord of the yeer, who is ever that Planet that is Lord of 

the Signe ascending in the Profection; and if it happen two Planets are Lords of the yeere, 

as usually it be so; then you must limit unto each his time, thus; In a Figure of Profection in 

our Nativity, where œ 6. degr. and 37. Ascend. I would know how how many dayes of that 

yeer ¦ who is Lord of that Signe shall rule: I subtract 6.37. from 30; thus 

   30 

   06 37 

   23 23 
 
 You may perceive ¦ shall governe the Yeere during that time, which 23. degr. and 

23. min. do give. 
          days hours min. 
With 23. degr. I enter the first Table: they give  280 00 27 

 The second time I enter with 23. min: they give  004 16 01  

          284 16 28 

 I looke for 284 in my Table of the dayes of the yeer, I finde 284. under the Moneth of 

June, and against it on the left hand and first column 29. So then I say ¦ ruleth that yeer 

untill the 29. of June: and then ‘ following œ, and ¥ being Lord of ‘, he governeth the 

remainder of the yeer untill the 19th of the yeer, so must you have consideration to both 

Planets, viz. ¦ ans ¥; unto ¦ as long as he ruleth, afterwards unto ¥, during the 

remainder of the yeer; and judge of the effects according unto their Fortitudes, Apsects, 

and Debilities, &c. 

 
Lord of the Yeer 

Profectionall Judgments.  If the Lord of the Yeer was in the Radix strong, but weake 

in the revolution, it imports that in that yeer the indeavours of the Native will be but weake, 

and his Actions according to the proportion of that infelicity which at present he suffers. But 

if in the Radix the Lord of the yeer was unfortunate and impeditied, but in the profectional 

revolution is wel disposed and strong, it portends moderate goodnesse unto him whose  
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revolution you then handle, yet shall he feare none ill, for the vigor and force of the Lord of 

the yeer in the Annuall affaires is very powerfull. But if the Lord of the yeer by Profection 

and in the Radix, and in the ¢ his Annuall revolution be impedited, it indicates prejudice to 

the Native, according to their proper Signification: together with this, consider in what 

house or place the Lord of the yeer is in, as well in the Radix as Revolutionall Figure; 

whether he be strong or impedited; if he be powerfull in two of the Figures, he portends 

good, and that the Native shall have profit and live in good estimation: if he be well 

disposed in the two Figures, but not in any configuration unto the Benevolent, the Native 

shall obtaine some kinde of goodnesse, but it will be lesse then expected, nor will it 

continue. If in both Figures he be unfortunate and cadent, but yet is in aspect with good 

Planets, it argues but a small increase of estate, yet verily it performes somewhat.  

 If the lord of the yeer be impedited of the Infortunes in both Figures, and was also in 

the Radix in Å or Oppostion of the Malevolents; it portends adversity, danger, and many 

enormities in that yeer. But if that Malevolent Planet hastens to combustion, or to be 

Retrograde, it imples some unreasonable necessity shall oppresse him of the nature of 

those Planets; and if they be Angular, the greater shall be his misfortune. If the Lord of the 

yeer in both these Figures be not constituted in an Angle, but is ill dignified; yet 

notwhithstanding behold the Ascendant, the before mentioned evill shall not be so 

publique, but shall be onely taken notice of by his owne friends; but if the Planets be in the 

second, sixt, eighth, or twelfth. this mischance shall be smothered and kept secret, so that 

none shall know of it; yet if those Plaents are removed from the ascendant, and then some 

Planet in an Angle aspect them, after a while there will be a discovery made, though at 

present it seemes to be kept close, &c. This is as much as I have found and verified by 

experience of some eminent Nativities, which I freely publish for benefit of Posterity, &c. 

What is wrote of the Ascendant, will equally serve for all the other Houses, if with 

discretion you vary the Rules.  
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CHAPTER CLXIX. 
 

Of the Profections of the Ascendant and the ¡, and what they 
signifie in every House. 

 
 When the Progression of the Ascendant or the ¡, shall come to the first House, the 

Native is usually cheerfull, and it implies a fit yeer to provide what is necessary for the 

Body, either Cloathes, victuals, &c.  

 When to the second house, it’s good to buy and sell Commodities, and argues a 

proper time for encrease of Estate.  

 When to the third, the Native may prosper in Journeys and it inclines him to converse 

with his Kindred and religious men.  

 When to the fourth, he may expect some Inheritance, a new House, or a blessing 

from his Parents; he may search for Wealth out of the bowels of the Earth, or deale in 

Mines, &c. he may build or repaire; yet the Native may be sorrowfull, full of fear, in danger 

of Water, it’s not good to goe long Journeys, &c.  

 When to the fift, the Native takes pleasure according to his yeers, either at Schoole 

with his equals, or with women, if capable, or according to the yeers of his age when this 

happpens; it’g good to make Covenants, send Letters, perfect Accompts, put on new 

Cloathes.  

 When to the sixt, he may feare a sicknesse, the hatred of many vulgar people, 

continuing a long time: beware of ill Servants, make no Journeys, an ill time to deale in 

Merchandize, in Contracts, in Bargaines, &c.  

 When to the seventh, the Native is forward and impatient, easily inclined to Women 

and Wantonnesse, many open enemies arise against him, it’s good to marry, the other 

Significators concurring; oppressed with wangling, vexed with suits or contentions; if the 

Native radically incline to Souldiery, it now puts him forward and inclines unto quarreling.  

 When to the eighth, either his Body or his Goods suffer, subject to be abused by lyes, 

slanders, treacheries, and sometimes death, 
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if the Hyleg come to any mortall Direction: It is not good to make Contracts, or to be too 

adventurous in Trade, &c.  

 When to the ninth, it points out a convenient time to undertake long Journeys, it’s 

good to study and to follow Learning, and to be familiar with Church-men, to study 

Chymistry, for it shewes a mind and fancy inclinable to curiosities, &c.  

 When to the tenth, the Native is inclinable to be ambitious, or to endeavour 

Preferment, and to be conversant with eminent men, Magistrates, Nobels, &c. and he (if 

capable) attains Preferment, or public employment in the Common-wealth; it notes a fit 

time in the Tradesman to follow his employment with industry, for it promiseth him much 

encrease; he may navigate or journey by Land or Sea with good safety and reputation, 

shall be much esteemed.  

 When to the eleventh, it signifies a cheerfull heart and person, the encreease of the 

Native's Friends, it imports the yeer to be very prosperous in all worldly affaires, and it 

invites the Native to bestirre himselfe and husband time well, whereby he may much 

advance his private fortuneq &c. 

 When to the twelfth, the Native will be sickly, yet hardly find out or discover the 

cause, be in continuall emnity with ill Neighbours, and none knowes for what; he will be in 

danger of imprisonment or banishment, or hiding his head, unlesse the twelfth house in the 

Radix was fortunate, it imports an unlucky yeer for dealing in great Cattle, and adviseth the 

Native to beware of Horsemanship, Horese-races, &c. The Ancients have herein been 

tedious, and left very many rules, which by reason of being ill translated out of the Arabick 

by such as understood not Astrologie, are in many things contradictory: I have therefore 

omitted their further judgment upon the ascendant, onely concluding with this short vale, 

That when the ascendant comes to the body of an Infortune, viz. to the Signe wherein one 

was, consider in what house of the Revolution that Infortune fals, because the ill intended 

shall partake of the nature of that house, &c. they also judge much by the Lord of the yeer, 

and the Lords of every house; you shall find in my judgment upon the Nativity succeding, 

how to doe the like, &c.  
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CHAPTER CLXX. 
 

Of the Profection of MID-HEAVEN and the SUNNE ,  

and their Significations. 

 

 When either the Signe culminating in the Radix, or wherein then the ¢ was, shall 

come to ascend in a Profectionall Revolution, the Native is then promised good fortune by 

his employments publick, by his Profession or Trade, or by some office or service he shall 

performe for some great person; however, it denotes dominion or soveraignty if he be but 

a petty Constable.  

 When to the second house, it’s intended the Native shall then receive the profits of 

his former yeers employment, and shall have in possession that reward which was but 

formerly promised him.  

 When to the third house, the Native may expect but an indifferent condition of life: for 

in regard it’s the sixt house from the tenth, it intends more ill then good, viz. the losse of 

Kindred, hatred of malicious Neighbours, or robbery in Journeying.  

 When to the fourth house, the Native’s fame and estimation is called in question, the 

Native and his Parents agree ill, and his Neighbours of more power than himselfe doe 

swell.  

 When to the fift, he that hath Children, will much rejoyce with them; he that hath 

none, inclines to be merry, jocund and wanton, to take his pleasure, spending more then 

he gets.  

 When to the sixt hosue, a convenient time and season to agitate certaine affaires 

belonging to his Family and to Husbandry; but nothing successfull to deale in matters or 

things honourable, in which matter nothing will that yeer succeed well.  

 When to the seventh, then if the Native be capable, he may expect an augmentation 

of his esteem and repute in the world, he may then be in the favour of women of great 

account, but will be in danger to bury some of his Ancestors.  

 When to the eighth, it produceth scandall and slander, cals his good name in 

question, inclines the Native to be  
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melancholy, fearing mistfortunes continually, because he is so subject to the malice and ill 

will of Enemies.  

 When to the ninth, it intends long Journeys, not for pleasure onely, but to acquire 

honour and renown, or to visit some noble person, or to goe in his Company: the Native 

shall be much conversant either with Forreigners, or with men of another Country, or living 

a great distance from the place of his abode.  

 When to the tenth, it promiseth a very successfull and famous yeer, tending greatly to 

the Native’s credit.  

 When to the eleventh, the Native hath great willingnsees to be kind to his friends, and 

is so; he receiveth mutuall respects from his friends, augmenteth his number thereof, and 

liveth with great solace and joy.  

 When to the twelfth, he receives detriment in his reputation, honour and fame, or 

shall lose that friendship he formerly had with Noblemen or Magistrates, only by envy, 

malice and back-biting slanders, and he may lose some of his Kindred.  

 
 

 
 

CHAPTER CLXXI. 
 

The significations of the Profectionall Signe of PART OF FORTUNE, 
and Signe of the second house. 

 
 When either of these come to be the ascendant in an annuall Profection, or to be the 

Signe of the first, it imports an apt time to gather Wealth which come upon the Native 

unexpectedly; the Native shall have good successe in any thing he enterprizes; if it be 

concerning Wealth, and that he deal with such men as the Signe ascending represents, 

&c.  

 When to the second, the Goods of Fortune long since expected doe now fall unto the 

Native; he may buy and sell and much augment his Partimony this yeer.  

When to the third, his Kindred shall bestow some good thing upon him, much bettering the 

Native’s condition.  

 When to the fourth, he may expect good of his Parents, encrease of Estate by 

House, Inheritances, Buildings, &c. 
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 When to the fift, happinesse is to be expected by good Friends, by Negotiations, by 

Writings, Messages, Commendations, by voluptous things, or matters tending that way, 

perhaps by Cards and Dice.  

 When to the sixt, the Native thrives by the labour and endeavours of Servants, by 

small Cattle, Hogs, Sheep, Conies, Bees, &c.  

 When to the seventh, he is promised gaine by the Wife, or her meanes, from women 

of great yeers, by suits in Law, by wrangling and jangling, &c. from enemies, or such as do 

publickly oppose the Native.  

 When to the eighth, the Native obtaines Wealth by dead men, or by the will and 

testament of some Woman, or an encrease of Protions by the Wife her friends; it’s an ill 

yeer to lend money.  

 When to the ninth, long Journeys may be profitably undertaken, and also by 

compliance with Religious men and their commendations, the Native may much advance 

his fortunes.  

 When to the tenth, he may hope for Preferment, as qualified or capable, it gives 

Office and Dignity where Merit or capacity are.  

 When to the eleventh, the Native’s friends stands stoutly unto him, he gaines by 

dealing with them, and by lending out Moneys, his Estate come in freely; it’s an admirable 

time to recover Debts in, or require any benefit from our Superiours.  

 When to the twelfth he will be in danger of betraying or committing base acts, and of 

losing in Estate by keeping or dealing in great Cattle, &c. 

 They who desire further judgment upon Profections, may read John Schoner, 

Junstinus, Ranzovius, Hermes de Revolutionibus, Origanus, &c. You must also consider 

the Lord of the yeer and Chronocrator, or Chronogrator, are all one.  

 Lords of the Septenniall yeers, vulgarly called Lords of the Alfridary, are thus: if the 

Native be borne by day, the ¢ governes the first seven yeers after the Birth, ¤ the next 

seven, £ the next seven, and so in order: If one is born in the night, ¡ is Lady if the 

Alfridary, or first seven yeers after the Birth, § rules  
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the next seven, then ¦ the next even, and so during their yeers are Lords of the Alfridary. 

 
 

 
 

CHAPTER  CLXXII . 
 

Of  REVOLUTIONS. 
 
 The Ancients have excogitated many and sundry wayes for to find out the true time, 

or the exact Revolutions or returne of the ¢ to any certaine poynt or degree and minute of 

the Zodiack Nativity &c, so that a Revolution or annuall Conversion is no other then the 

returne of the ¢ to that very poynt wherein at the Radix of any Nativity or matter he was. 

Herein we must be carefull in the Radix of a Nativity to supputate the motion of the ¢ 

punctually to the hour of the Birth, for the mistake of one minute in the ¢ his motion, will 

beget 24. minutes errour in time. 

 
To set a Revolution. To performe the work you must do thus; enter the Ephemerides 

of that yeer whose Revolution oyou would set, seek the place of the ¢ the next lesse to 

that in the Radix, and subtract from the place of the ¢ in the Radix, the place of the ¢ the 

day of the Revolution, and so shall you see what minutes you want to make those 

adhering to the ¢ at the day of the Revolution equall to those in the Radix, then take the 

diurnall motion of the ¢, convert those minutes which are wanting in the place of the ¢ at 

noon the day of the Revolution into seconds, and resolve 24 hours into minutes, and 

multiply those seconds by them, and divide the Product by the diurnall motion of the ¢ 

converted into seconds, and so shall you have the hour and minute when the ¢ in the 

Revolution comes to the true place of the Radix. Maginus teacheth a farre more easie way 

in pag. 251. of his Epemerides; so Argoll in 424. of his Introduction in his Ephemerides.  

 
 A figure of the Revolution of the ¢ to his true place in the Radix, for the 31 yeer 

current of our Native by the method of Maginus.  
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 In Origanus his Ephemeris, whom I followed in the Radiz of our Nativity, I find the 19 

September 1646. the ¢ at noon to be in 6.12 —, I subtract the ¢ his place at the Radix. 

 
Place of the  ¢ in the Radix   6 37  — 

Place of the  ¢ the day of the Revolution   6 12 

The difference is    0 25 

Dirunall motion of the  ¢ is 59 min. 10 sec.   

 I enter Maginus his Table of Revolutions in pag. 259. and there I find 59.min. 8sec., 

which is my neerest number; I enter first with 20. min. and that gives me 8h. 7m. 2s.; 

againe, I enter with 5min. and under 59m. 8s. I have over against 5, 2h. 1m. 45s., I put 

both together, and they stand thus:  

 
   Hours Minutes Seconds 

Twenty minutes give 8 7 02 

5 minutes give 2 1 45 

 10 8 47 

 
 By which it appears, that the ° comes to his true place in the Radix at Frankeford  

19. September 1646. 10h. 8m. after noon; but because we dwell more Westward, we must 

reduce the ¢ to our Meridian, which is done by subtracting one hour and 7 minutes from 

the former time thus:  

10 8 
  1 7 
09 1 

  

 So then my true time here with us, unto which I must erect my Scheame of Heaven, 

is § 19. September 1646. 9.1 P.M. unto which I must adde the time from noon in the 

Table of Houses for 53. degrees of latitude, and it is 12 25. unto which I adde the former 

hours thus, 9. 1. the equation of time, viz. 16. minutes and then the whole is 21. 43. 

 In the Table of houses I look for 21 ho. 43. min. and over against 21.41 I find 23. of › 

for the cusp of the tenth house, and so the other houses in orders, my ascendant is 0,32 

”. Thus have you the houses, and according to the time preceding you must rectifie the 

places of the Planets, and place them in your Scheame: Now for the ° in a Revolution,  
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you must doe thus, subtract the place of the ¢ in the Radix from the place of the ¡ in the 

Radix, and adde unto what remaines the Signe ascending in the Revolution. The Figure 

followes for the 31. yeer of our Native currant.  

 

I shall not need to be copious in 

delivering an exact method how to 

judge of a Revolution, what is 

convenient herein, and may benefit the 

Learner, whereby to better his judment, 

is as followeth.  

 
 

To Judge of a Revolution. 

 
Compare the Figure of the Birth with 

that of the Revolution, and observe how 

the cusps of the houses, and thier 

Lords, and the principall Significators doe agree or are disposed; for upon a right 

understanding thereof, the strength of judgment in a Revolution depends.  

 

 If the ascendant of the Revolution doe agree, or be the same with the ascendant of 

the Radix, it signifieth good, viz. good Health, the Native’s actions succeeding 

prosperously, together with encrease of his Substance, if the Lord of the ascendant be 

also well dignified: if the Lord of the ascendant be combust, he threatens many mischiefs 

unto the Native, according to the nature of the Planet who is Lord of the yeer; 

consideration also had to the ¢, and the house he is in and is Lord of: yet if the ¡ be 

powerfull, or in her owne house, or in any of her Essentiall dignities, especially in a 

nocturnall Geniture, the evill is diminished; but exasperated, if she be both weak and 

unfortunate.  

 If the ascendant of the Revolution be in Å or Ã to the ascendant  
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in the Radix, or come to the Signe of ill houses, or signifying evill in the Radix, the Native 

will then receive losse and detriment in that yeer according to the nature of that house 

which the ascendant of the Revolution did signifie in the Radix: From hence it is that if the 

Signe of the sixt, twelfth or seventh of the Radix be the ascendaing Signe of the 

Revolution, in that yeer the Native may feare sicknesse, imbecillity of his body, or other 

very many casualties, principally if those houses in the Radix were unfortunate.  

  

The Signe of the seventh house in the Radix being the ascendant of the Revolution, 

shewes many contentions and brawlings in that yeer, and the Native desirious of Marriage, 

or that he will marry that yeer: And seeing that the Significators of the Radix ought 

annually, or in every yeer to work their effects by the significations of those houses in 

which they are constituted at the time of the Revolution; it followes here-upon, that in what 

house of the Revolution you find the Lord of the second, ° or ¦, the Native shall have 

augmentation of Patrimony or Estate by things signified by that house; so observe in the 

rest, &c.  

  

When the ascendant of the Revolution comes to the hostile Beames of the Infortunes, or 

the places of Heaven wherein they were, and naturally enemies unto them, whether in the 

Radix or Revolution, the Native may expect great perill that yeer, and it shall fall out at that 

time, when the Lord of the yeer shall come to the body of that Planet who signifieth the 

infelicity.  

  

In every Revolution in which the Planets are disposed contrary to the radicall Geniture, 

though they be well disposed, yet they signifie ill; as if the Radix all the Planets were 

subterranean, and in the Revolution all above the earth; an all in the Revolution in their 

owne proper houses, yet it signified ill, &c.  
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CHAPTER CLXXIII.  
 

Of the Returne of  the Planets to  their  own Places ,   

and to the places of  other  Planets in  the RA D I X .   
 

 
Of  SATURNE.  

 

 If § in a Revolution returne to his owne place of the Radix and be well affected, he 

portends dignity unto the Native; it shall be the greater, if he be in the mid-heaven; he shall 

also attaine store of Substance, and happily some Inheritance.  

 When to the place of ¦, he fortunates the Native both in Body and Goods.  

 When to the place of ¥, the Native travels, but is given to lying; it shewes ill to his 

Brethern.  

 To the place of the ¢ at Birth, contention with great persons, losse in Houses, weak 

Sighted, Splenetick.  

 To the place of ¤, very little wanton, or not much potent, yet using Harlots company.  

 To the place of £, a dull Conception, perplexed Fancy, vexed by words and writings, 

and by Children.  

 To the place of the ¡, in danger of Death, full of ill Hunours, Melancholly, vexed with 

Coughs and an ill wife. 

 
Of  JUPITER  

 

 ¦ returning to his owne place, promiseth a Child and much Wealth, Health and 

Estimation.  

 To the place of §, if § in the Radix promised good, he augments it; if ill he lessens it.  

 To the place of ¥, profit by Travels, Commerce, Souldiers, and by Kindred.  

 To the place of ¢, a Feaver is threatened, but in Honour and Fame it promiseth 

encrease.  

 To the place of ¤, it incites to Sobriety, augments this Repute and Estate by Women.  

 To the place of £, given to study, to be Religious, to be Modest, to consort with good 

men.  
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 To the place of the ¡, health of Body, encrease of Partrimony, a Childe is borne unto 

him, if married; good by Women, Reputation amongst the Vulgar, good by Kindred and 

Journeys.  

 
Of  MARS. 

 
 ¥ to the place of §, intends short Journeys, slackensse in Businesse, quarreling, a 

wound thereby in the Face, death or ill to the Father.  

 ¥ to the place of ¦, gives gaine by Kindred and the Clergy, and by great Cattle.  

 To his owne place, in danger by Fire, profit by Souldiers, or very much love and 

friendship.  

 To the place of ¢, Captivity, or it threatens the anger of some Man of quality, and 

much Cholerick, and vexed by Martiall men.  

 To the place of ¤, very Lustfull, Infamous, prone to Surfet, subject to the Squinancy, 

to Venerian diseases, adulterous, &c.  

 To the place of £, inclines to lying, to speak ill of men, and shall be in danger for 

words.  

 To the place of ¡, much given to Drink, many Journeys, slandered by common 

Women.  

 
Of  VENUS. 

 
 When in a Revolution, ¤ comes to the place of § in the Radix, it shewes a great 

desire in the Native to copulation, but his Priapus or ¤ is weak; if she be not at the same 

time Combust, he performes his Lechery civilly; if she be unfortunate, ex turpi coitu.  

 To the place of ¦, friendship with Joviall men, gets Goods by the Dead, visits his 

Kindred and Friends.  

 To the place of ¥, shewes Marriage, or prone unto to it and to Whoredome, Dice and 

Sports.  

 To the place of ¢, oppressed with many cares, jealous of his Wife or Mistresse, but if 

the ¢ be dignified, then the Native is promoted, or his Fame encreaseth.  

 To her owne place, all things succeed well, given to Musick, enjoyes good Health.  
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 To the place of £, and she well affected, honoured for his Learning, delighted in 

learned mens companies, and he receives good thereby 

 To the place of the ¡, it betters the condition of the Native, it ingratiates him into the 

favour of many new acquaintances.  

 

Of  MERCURY. 
 

 To the place of §, it brings in profit by Husbandry, and Wealth from old men.  

 To the place of ¦, he aquires an Office, gaines by Trade, is profitably employed.  

 To the place of ¥, he is theevish, a Quarreller, contends with Souldiers, is Cholerick.  

 To the place of ¢, busied in Controversies, honour by Clerkship.  

 To the place of ¤, much addicted to Poetry, Sports, Delights, Companying, to be fine 

and neat, to court Women, &c.  

 To his owne place, he receives preferment by his owne Industry, or by the 

Commendations of others, &c.  

 To the place of ¡, employed in the occaseions of his Friends, and much good 

thereby.  

 
Of  the MOON. 

 
 To the place of §, acquaintance with an aged Woman, contention about the Estate of 

deceased people, ill newes concerning Women in generall.  

 To the place of ¦, many Journeys by land and water, with good profit thereby: unto 

the Married, it argues the begetting or bearing of a child.  

 To the place of ¥, in danger of a Sickenesse or sharp Feaver, or prone to Choller, 

danger in Travell, much wrangling with Women and his owne Kindred.  

 To the place of ¢, many hazards and dangers, enforces to fly from one place to 

another, sore Eyes.  

 To the place of ¤, given to all manner of Pleasure, healthfull and content.  

 To the place of £, oft flitting and shifting from one place to another, yet it promises 

gaine by Merchandizes, by Commerce and Trade.  
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To her owne place, she promises good, if she were Radically fortunate; but if at the Birth 

she were weak, she portends much ill, according to her proper signification at that time. 

 

 
 

 
 

CHAPTER CLXXIIII. 
 

Of the TRANSIT of the Planets. 
 

 The Transit of the Planets is best found out be an Ephemeris, observing therein what 

day of every moneth any of the Planets by their Bodies, doe passe by any of the cusps of 

the houses of the Radicall Figure, or that degree wherein any of the seven Planets, « or Á 

or ° was in at the Birth: you must also observe when they behold any of those cusps, or 

the Å dexter or sinister, or Ã &c. The Transit of ¦ or ¥ by the degree ascending of the 

Radix, imports the Native to be that day healthfull, cheerfull, very successfull in his 

Affaires, well disposed, &c. for the ascendant signifies the actions of the Body, &c. If ¦ or 

¤ doe Transit the custp of the second house, that day it intimated an apt day to procure in 

Moneys, or to by any Commodity, &c. If they or any of them Transit the cusp of the third 

house, or behold it with a good aspect, they promise felicity that day from Kindred or good 

Neighbours, or shew it an apt time to set forth upon any Journey; and so doe in all the rest 

of the houses.  

 If ¥ doe transit the degree ascending, he moves the Native to Choller or Passion for 

two or three dayes, or gives the occasion whereby he is stirred up to Wrath, &c.  

 If § doe transit the degree ascending, he excites the Native to Gravity, to 

Sobernesse, to Melancholy, &c. generally those dayes of the yeer are reputed fortunate, 

when either ¦ or ¤, or ¢ or ¡ are in Æ or Ä to the degree ascending or culminating, or to 

their owne places in the Radix; and those dayes are said to be unsuccessfull, when either 

§ or ¥ doe transit the degrees ascending or culminating, or the places of ¦, ¤, ¢, or ¡, 

or Á, or by Å or Ã to them. Finithr die 7.25 P.M. 14. August 1647. hor, ¤. 
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CHAPTER CLXXV. 
  

The NATIVITY of an English Merchant 
Astrologically handled. 

 

 

 
 

 
Latitude of Planets. 

§  2  58  South  ¤  1  00  South  

¦  0  37  South  £  0  32  South  

¥  0  21  North  ¡  1  00  North  
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Antiscions of the Planets and Contrantiscions 

§  20  58  •   20  58  ›  

¦  08  05  š   08  05  ”  

¥  29  06  ’   29  06  ˜  

¢  23  23  œ   23  23  –  

¤  23  06  œ   23  06  –  

£  26  06  œ   26  06  –  

¡  28  16  ”   28  16  š  

 

A Table whereby to collect the testimonies, and judge 

of the temperment of the Native. 

 Hot moist cold drie 

The Horoscope š    cold drie 

§ Lord of the ascendant    cold drie 

§ his Ä to the ASC. out of ’    cold drie 

¢ in partill Å to the ASC.    cold drie 

¤ in Å to the Horoscope  hot moist   

£ in Å to the Horoscope  hot moist   

¡ in “      

¥ in Æ of ¡  hot   drie 

¢ in Ä to ¡    cold drie 

¤ in Ä to ¡  hot moist   

£ in Ä to ¡  hot moist   

Quarter of the year    cold drie 

Lady of the Geniture ¤  hot moist   

£ Lord of the ¡  hot moist   

 7 6 6 7 
 

The Temperature here is Sanguine, Cholerick the testimonies thereof overcoming the rest; 

but indeed here seems a perfect mixture of the other two Humours, viz. Cold and 

Moysture, so that it’s hard to say what Humour is in excesse: the Native is well knowne 

unto me, and verily I cannot perceive any superabundance in any of the four Humours; so 

much as may 
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be discerned in the Native is, that he is Sanguine, Melancholly Sanguine, by reason ¢, ¤, 

£ and ¡ are in ayery Signes.  

Melancholy, because § Lord of the ascendant is naturally so, and is also posited in a 

Signe concurring with his owne naturall disposition. 

  

A Table of the Essentiall and Accidentall Dignities and  

Debilities of the Planets in the preceding Figure. 
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So here you find § weak having 4 testimonies thereof.  

¦ hath nine testimonies of fortitude. 

¥ hath twelve. 

The ¢ six testimonies of debility. 

¤ is powerfull, excelling in sixteen testimonies of fortitude. 

£ is debilitated by three testimonies. 

¡ is strong by three testimonies. 

° it’s debilities and fortitudes are equall. 

 

 

JUDGMENTS upon the first House. 

CHAPTER CLXXVI. 
Of the Manners of the Native. 

Having no Planet corporally present in the ascendant, we must derive signification of 

Manners from £, ¢, ¤, ¡ and §, wherein those of the nature of § will be during his life 

the most permanent, those deduced from the other four Planets not so fixed; for I have all 

along in my practice observed, that the Signe ascending, Lord thereof, and aspects of the 

Planets unto him, doth decipher such Conditions, Qualities and Manners, as that I hardly 

observe, doe ever forsake the Native totally: but it’s true, they are more or lesse prevalent  
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at one time then another, according to the directions of other Planets conicident with any 

wherein the Lord of the ascendant is concerned.  

Our Nativity absolutely is a melancholy person (per se) grave, austere, of a firme 

resolution, sollitary, laborious, taciturne, nothing loquacious, &c. The Å of ¥ to §, induce 

him to be obstinate and a little wilfull, a tincture of malice remaining in him; for the 

Infortunes are both fixed, &c. these are the naturall qualities belonging to §, as here 

posited and aspected; besides, some female infirmenesse naturally are ingrafted in him, 

which § in ’ the house of ¤, doth bestow on him in the worser sense, for though there is 

reception betwixt ¤ and §, yet is there no aspect, and that malevolent Å of ¥ to § is out 

of the seventh house, the naturall house Women, Love, &c. and certainly these depraved 

manners would prevaile, and extreamly predominate even to the great detriment of the 

Native, if that £ and the ¡ were not in an ayeriall and humane signe, and in Ä aspect, 

whereby the Native is making use of the native and occult §ine conditions; and he in his 

younger yeers, until § have finished his first revolution, will be more tractable, more given 

to his delight, to be more neat and cleane in his apparell, to trimand adorne himselfe, to be 

onely carefull of a competent fortune, to be gracefull, lovely and majesticall in his 

deportment: these later mentioned qualities are of the nature of ¤, she being Lady of the 

Geniture.  

The Ä of £ and ¡ incite him unto Study and Learning, unto Travell and see many 

Countries; so that in conclusion, thus much is derived from the Positure of Heaven, that his 

Manners are sufficiently laudable, managed totally after an austere and grave 

Comportment; at some times betwixt merry and melancholy, at other times wholly 

oppressed with sadnesse, and againe accidentally and for a short season pleasantly 

merry; for upo the Direction of the ¡ to § his aspect of Terms, he shall find himselfe more 

or lesse inclinable to covetousnesses, solitarinesse, pertinacy, and what in the vulgar 

English we call doggednesse; but when the ¡ either by Direction comes to the body or 

aspect, or Termes of ¤, or either of her houses in the 
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ascendant in an annuall Profection or Revolution, the Native shall find himselfe prone to 

wantonesse, prompt to indulge the Genius, given then more familiarly to his delights and 

sports. 

 
Of his Wit and Understanding. 

Which naturally is required from £, the Signe he is in, his aspect with the ¡ and Sign 

she is in, consideration had either to their being neer unto eminent fixed Starres, or the 

good or ill aspects of other Planets.  

It was never denied, but ever held as a Maxime, that —, “, › produced of 

themselves good Understandings; we have £ in — and the ¡ in “ in Ä; the Questions 

then is easily resolved that our Native is ingenious, and of a sufficient and piercing 

understanding, capable of any employment, that he will be delighted in such things and 

Sciences, as wherein properly the understanding may be of especiall use: The defect 

which may be casually in this Native’s understanding, is signifies by £ his Combustion in a 

movable Signe, which may denote a diffidence or distrust of his owne sufficiency, and so 

cause timidity and no strong revolution in acting his owne conceptions; and this I conceive 

properly to be signified by £ his combustion in Å to the ascendant, and this vacancy of 

aspect to § Lord of the ascendant. 

 
Forme and Stature. 

Designed principally from the Sign horoscopating, viz. š and § Lord of that Signe, 

commixed with the radiations of such Planets as partially behold either the ascendant ot 

Lord thereof; the Signe and other Significators represent a body somewhat dry, macilent, 

erect and straight, if not a little inclining to fulnesse by the Orientality of §, the visage neer 

unto an ovall, his complexion somewhat browne or duskie, because § is under the earth; 

naturally more cleer and lovely, because ¢ and ¤ especially behold the house, which 

naturally signifies the Face and Head, the Haire neither black nor browne; for lighter Haire, 

being also above the earth: there’s properly a reception betwixt § and ¤, whereby ¤ in a 

manner comes to have almost sole dominion of the corporature, neither permitting 

drinesse or heat to domineer solely, but interposing her moisture; for she  
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as well in manners causeth him to be lesse Saturnine, so in Stature she causeth the 

members to be more neat compacted, decent, active and agill, by meanes of her being in 

Cazimi; So that unlesse § Lord of the Ascendant being in the ninth of •, which is a 

deficient Degree, doe give some blemish on, or in the throat (I can finde noone) - (He hath 

a defect there, viz. the Kings Evill, but it’s partly inherent to the Family). 

I perceive the Native takes much after his Parents, and the rather, because ¤ is Lord 

of the fourth house, viz of the Father, and so prevalent in the scheame, therefore more of 

the Father then Mother. 

 
The Fortune or misfortune of the Native in generall, &c. 

Essentiall dignities of the Planets, argue according to their constitution a continued or 

permanent happinesse: We have both the fortunes essentially strong, ¥ accidentally, and 

so the ¡; it may be judged our Native shall have a continuance of happinesse, but not in 

any illustrious way, or at the Court of Princes, because ¦ and ¤ are in obscure houses, 

and § Lord of the ascendant is in Oppostion to the tenth house; besides, the ¢ is 

peregrine and in his fall, &c. Upon the Direction therefore of any Significators to ¦ or ¤ 

Promittor, he may expect greatest benefit in his actions, consideration had to the houses 

they governe. Here appeares, during his life, a happy condition, or sufficient subsistance, 

because both the Fortunes are so prevalent; yet here are arguments of some interpostion 

or clouds casually to arise, because the ¢ the light of the time is Peregrine, and locally in 

the eighth, very much debilitated, yet the result runs to a perpetuity of the goods of 

Fortune, and promises unto the Native a good measure of happinesse, and esteeme in the 

world greater then any of his Consanguinity. 

For though § is defective in dignities, yet is her fixed and in reception with ¤; 

besides, there is upon the cuspe of the ascendant an eminent fixed Stattr, called Lyra or 

the Harpe, which doth promise a spendid and famous name and a continued fortune unto 

the Native; and though we cannot much boast of Oculus Tauri with the ¡, she being not 

the temporall light of the time; yet I observed she doth raise unto preferment 
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or to a good esteeme when so located: nor may it be neglected that the ¢ is in Â with ¤. 

All which considered, desgine unto the Native, that his Fortune in generall shall be good, 

and the time or indurance of his afflictions not long or tedious. 

 
 

 
J U D G M E N T S  upon  the  second  House  

 
CHAPTER CLXXVII. 

Of RICHES. 
 

Significators of Substance. 

› 23. 30    ¦ in 12th strong 

§ in ’    ° in – with Á 

« in the second   £ in — Combust  

œ intercepted  

 

For as much as the Signe of the second is fixed and irradiated with the Æ sinister of 

¦, and § Lord of the first and second in the same Signe of the fourth, and fixed; seeing 

also ¦ hath dominion of œ intercepted in the second, in which Signe and house « is 

placed; he, viz. ¦, being naturally a generall Significator of Substance, and Dispositor of 

«. 

The ° is in –, disposed by £, and he combust; yet is ° aspected by § Lord of the 

second, with a Ä sinister; and this is good. 

A Fortune and a sufficient Estate in worldy Wealth the Native shall enjoy, permanent 

& fixed, acquired for the most part, if not altogether, by his own proper labor, travel and 

industry, because § is Lord of the first and second; the position of ¦ in an Oriental 

Quarter, as also ¤ Almuten of the Figure, and ° and £ in an Occidentall quarter, but not 

much elongated from the mid-heaven, doe argue in his youth, viz. that before he hath run 

out halfe the yeers of his Life, or middle age or 35, he shall attaine to a plentifull Fortune, 

the quality of his birth and manner of his life and action considered: from and after that 

age, if good Directions intervene not, a still and quiet time may be discerned  
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for some yeers; after which, the position of § and of « in that quarter of Heaqven which 

representeth old age and many yeers, doe assuredly promise a more ample and plentifull 

Estate both in Goods and Lands, for § properly signifieth Lands, Houses, Tenements, &c. 

and being in ’, and earthly Signe, his signification duplicated, and will evenice the Native 

to accumulate by Pastorage, Tillage, Mines or Minerals, Sea coales, or other earthly 

materials fetched out of the depth of the earth: ¦ hath representation of the encrease of 

Substance, by meanes of Joviall men, by dealing with such men, viz. men of goodly 

corporature, long visage; ruddy, dark, sanguine complexions, humane and affable in 

discourse, &c. see in pag. 61 of our Introduction their quality. 

« being partly of the nature of ¦ and ¤, confirmes the judgment precedent, with this 

further addition, That ¤ being Lady of the fourth and ninth, and essentailly the strongest 

Planet in the Figure; the Native shall thrive by meanes of Women or Wives, &c. or by long 

Journesy, if he deal in such Commodities as ¤ represents, or with men of her description, 

or with things or materials belonging to ¤, or Jewels, Linnen, all delightfull things, &c. and 

being that § and ¤ are in reception, and ¤ hath solely the dominion of the fourth, it 

shewes the Native’s Father will somewhat advance the Estate of this Native; for the ° is 

disposed by £, and he is Lord of the Father’s Substance, viz. of the fourth: the proximity of 

the Á to the ° and ¡ her Å, and combustion of £, may denote that the Father will or 

would leave to the Native, will be hardly come by, or scarce attained by him, but will be 

diminished by a Sister, because ¡ hath some dominion in the third; and by some 

Kinsman, if not a Brother, because ¥ is Lord of Brethren, and § the Natives Lord of 

Substance, are in plactick Å in fixed Signes. 

All things considered, what may issue from Parents or Kindred will be lessened by 

Kindred, or some forged Writing, Will or Evidence to obstruct the Native, or procure a 

Lawsuit, for ¡ lady of the seventh, is in Å to the °. 

It’s not good the Native depend that way, for certainly Lucida Lyrae in the ascendant, 

§ in Ä to the ascendant, Lucida Lancis culminating, ¤ and ¦ being both essentially 

fortified,  
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« in the second, doe unanimously promise a very great Fortune to be acquired by the 

Native’s industry, whereof the Native shall better know how to get and procure it, then to 

keep it or preserve it; which the Retrogradation of the § and cadency of ¦ doe manifest: 

Nor is it the least mischance unto the Native, that this ° is with the Á, an assured 

testimony of wasting part of his Patrimony in suits concerning Legacies, or the Testaments 

of the Deceased, and of his being abused and defrauded of what happily might be 

bequeathed unto him from dying people. 

 
 

 
J U D G M E N T S  upon  the  th i rd  House .  

 
CHAPTER CLXXVIII. 

Of   BRETHREN. 
 

Naturally there should not be many Brethren, if we strictly adhere to Ptolomey, 

by reason the Signes of the third, and the Lord of the third, and Signe he is posited 

in, are all barren; yet because ¦ doth irradiate the cusp of the third, and that ¥ is in 

Æ sinister with three Planets in a signe of fecundity, viz. —: This Native hath seven 

Brethren; for the Æ of ¦ to the cusp of the house might denote two, ¥ in • one, £, 

¤ and ¢ the rest: the ¡ generally denotes Sisters, and is in aspect with many 

Planets, yet notwithstanding he hath had but one Sister; so that it is a very difficult 

matter to judge the number of Brethren and sisters by the Nativity of an elder Brother, 

&c. If we jduge of the fortune and condition of our Native’s Brethren, or whether they 

should be long lived or not, we must especially herein consider the potency of Mars, 

and him we find strong accidentally, not oppressed partially by §, within orbes of his 

Å, and in Æ with ¢, ¤ and £: so that from hence it may be deduced, that some of 

the Nativ’s Brethren will not live to mans estate, that others will live in the world after 

a good rank and station.  

The ¡ being neer Oculus ’, in Æ with Mars, the ascendant being almost a Å, the ¡ 

nothing rejoycing in “; this may  
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 argue the Native’s Sister to be sickly and infirme, and not of so long a life as his Brethren. 

 
UN I T Y. 

 § Lord of the ascendant and ¥ in Å, aruge no great affection to be amongst the 

Brethren, but that in time there may grow much emnity and discord; for ¥ their Significator 

is in the seventh in Ã to the ascendant: and if we would know for what casue, the house 

wherein ¥ is signifieth Women, merchandizing with them, contracts, and bargaines; and 

because ¢ disposeth Mars, and he is Lord of the eighth, it may be for or by reason of a 

Legacy, or Land, or gift of the Dead; and as Mars is in the seventh, which is the second 

unto the sixt, and the sixt hosue signifies Uncles or Fathers kindred, so it may be feared, 

that there may arise some controversie betwixt the Native and one of his Brethren, of or 

concerning an Uncles Estate, &c. 

 

 

 
J U D G M E N T S  upon  the  four th  House  

 
CHAPTER CLXXIX. 

Of   PARENTS. 

The Figure erected under the elevation of 40. grad. viz. the Polar elevation of the ¢ 

is principally to be considered in giving judgment of the Father, and in this Nativity of the 

Mother also, because they fall both in one almost circle of Position.  

Forasmuch as the ¢ is not afflicted by any malevolent aspect, but contrarily is received by 

¤, and in Â with her, one may conjecture the Father to be humane, rationall, and 

pleasantly conceited, and a personable man, or of good stature; his Substance signified by 

¥ in •, cannot be very great, but much diminished by such as pretend friendship unto 

him, by Souldiers, &c.  

The agreement betwixt him and his Wife seems very good, because ¤ is in cazimi 

with the ¢: ¤ is stronger then the ¢ ergo, it’s probable the Mother may out-live, &c. and I 

should conceive, because ¤ receives §, the Native’s Significator, and § receives ¤, that 

the affection of the Mother to our Native 
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should be very much, and rather more then the Fathers, &c. 

Ptolomey giveth directions to extract the Nativity of the Father and Mother from the 

first borne child in this manner: 

 If the Nativity be by day, you are to consider the ¢ and his place, who shall 

signifie the Father; take his circle of position, and under that elevation, you are to erect a 

Scheame of Heaven, as if the Father had been borne there, if you have any Table of 

Houses for that elevation, it will serve; if not, adde to the oblique ascention of the ¢ 30. 

degrees, and see what degree of the pole that and other houses, as Regiomontanus 

directs. In our Nativity 6.37. — shall ascend for the Father, under the Pole of 40. (If the 

Nativity be by night, doe the like by §. For the Mother in a day birth take ¤, in a nocturnal 

the ¡). 

 
 

 
J U D G M E N T S  upon  the  s ix t  House  

 
CHAPTER CLXXX. 

SICKNESSE, SERVANTS. 
 

The cusp of the sixt house is not afflicted, except by Ã to ¦, little hurting; but 

because ¡ is with Oculus ’, and is in Æ with ¥, and £ Lord of the sixt is combust, and § 

Lord of the ascendant is retrograde, and in a fixed Signe; the Diseases which most 

frequently will afflict the Native, shall proceed from corruption of Blood, and so produce 

violent Feavers: and for those other Diseases signified especially by £, vide pag. 247. If 

you will see the part or member afflicted, consider the Signe of the sixt, and where the 

Lord of that Sign is, and thereafter judge, vide pag. 119, &c. the ascendant 

notwithstanding being not more afflicted by the Å of ¢, then afflicted by ¤, the Signe also 

moveable, and that of the sixt common, doe denote those Diseases the Native is subject 

unto, shall vary many times, viz. the Native shall fall out of one Disease into another; yet 

had not § been Lord of the ascendant, quatran Agues would have been frequent and 

troublesome to the Native, Squinancies or sore Throats, &c. but becasue the ¡ is in Ä 

both of ¢, ¤ and £, the Diseases that £ signifieth shall not much impeach the Native, but 

be more easily evaded or cured, &c. Feavers and such as ¥ properly signifies, or  
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occasioneth by Women may prove dangerous, because ¥ is fixed, &c. yet the greater part 

of this Native's life shall be in Health, the unfortunate Direction carefully either heeded or 

prevented by Medicine, &c. 

Servants are especially signified by £; doubly here, because £ is generall 

Significator, and Lord of the sixt: £ hath no aspect to §, but being of one Triplicity there 

may seem probability of good by them, yet in the end, the Native shall scarce find the 

Mercurians to be trusty; above all, avoid red hair'd servants signified by ¥.  

 
 

 
J U D G M E N T S  be long ing  to  the  seventh  House  

 
CHAPTER CLXXXI. 

Of MARRIAGE. 
 

ASTROLOGERS usually resolve in the first place, Whether the Native shall Marry: 

forasmuch as ”, the Signe descending in the seventh, is of those we terme fruitfull, and 

the ¡ is in the fourth, viz. in that house signifying Pleasure, and out of that house is in Æ 

sinister with ¥ in the seventh, which naturally signifieth Marriage; and because § who is 

enemy to nature, is Lord of our ascendant, and doth neither afflict the ¡ or ¤ with either 

good or ill aspect, and for that ¡ applies by Ä sinister to £, ¢ and ¤, though they be in an 

unfortunate house, and they, viz. ¢ and ¤, cast partill Å to the cusp of the seventh, in 

Signes of long ascentions, equivalent to a Ä in the Equator; for these reasons I hold the 

Native shall marry: to which might be added, the prevalency of ¤ being Almuten of the 

Geniture, and posited in her owne house.  

I see no cause to judge the Native shall be impedited or much crossed, or have many 

difficulties in obtaining a Wife, when he shall endeavour a wedded life; for the Significators 

being in amicable aspects, shew the contrary: My meaning herein is, in obtaining the love 

of the Woman, and not in her Friends good wils; for in that nature, he will have some small 

hinderance by the Father of the Woman, or some of her Friends;  
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for ¥ is Lord of the tenth, viz. the fourth from the seventh, and perhaps a Churchman or 

Brother in law may give some disturbance, because ¥ is Lord of the third, viz. of the ninth 

from the seventh, or he may be the Husband of one of the Wives Susters, &c.  

 
Whether in age or youth. 

The ¡ is Occidentall of the ¢, and so in the Figure; ¤ descending from the Meridian 

angle, and in the eighth: from hence without doubt Marriage cannot be celebrated in youth, 

nor untill the Native have seen the revolution of § quite run through, which is after his 29th 

yeer of age; he should marry in a mature time of age, but the particular yeer is known 

onely by Direction. 

 
How many, 

“ wherein ¡ is, and • where ¥ is and £ combust, doe promise but one, but the 

positure of ¤ in — and in Cazimi, and the ¡ her partill Æ with ¥, and then her deflexion to 

£, then to ¤, for the ¢ hath no signification herein, doe in effect tell the Native, that he 

shall marry two times onely, and have also two Sweet hearts in his life time, besides his 

Wives.  

Wives Forme and Shape. 

It is probable the ¡ being so neer in Æ aspect to ¥ in the seventh, shall produce the 

description of the first Wife, who therefore should be according to the Signe of • for 

person, and of Mars and ¡, £, ¢, ¤ and § in conditions.  

The Significator being the beginning of a Signe, argues the Body to be reasonable 

height, yet rather inclining to brevity then talnesse, a lean Body erect and well formed, big 

Bones, strong Joynted, indifferent full Shoulders, the complexion faire, the Haire a bright 

flaxen or inclining, her visage somewhat long, but betwixt ovall and round, some scarre, 

blemish, if not pock-holes in her Face, &c. her Conditions are partly violent, furious, of 

great spirit, loving to command, parsimonious, &c. yet because Mars her Designatrix is 

exalted in the ascendant, and § Lord of the ascendant is a superious Planet, and the 

aspect it selfe promising Marriage is benevolent; there's not any  
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feare of their disagreement to be of long continuance, some jarres there will be, &c. 

 
The second Wife is signified by ¤. 

And she curiously handsome, of middle stature, but inclining to talnesse, a slender 

neat compacted body, a round visage, ruddy and beautifull, a black lovely eye, of gracefull 

deportment, modest, religious, loving to be free in her house, and yet a good huswife, well 

descended, a little mole on her Forehead neer the left eye, perhaps she was in some 

treaty with a Gentleman a little before; this Womans vertues are like to be many, and her 

qualities excellent. 

 
Wealth of Wives. 

Cor Leonis in partill Â with the cusp of the eighth, the Sign being fixed, giveth 

intimation, that one of the Wives shall have a fixed fortune, or a plentifull Estate left her, or 

bequeathed; but because ¢ Lord of the eighth is Peregrine, and Á is in the eighth, either 

such as shall owe the Native's Wives, money, or have in possession their estates or 

possessions, shall endeavour either upon pretences to keep it back, or else, being 

formerly entrusted with it, will grow poore or knavish, whereby the Native may be put to 

some trouble or vexation ere he obtaine it: yet in conclusion, forasmuch as ¤ is Lady of 

the fourth, viz. end of all things, and ¢ is in Â with £, and £ Lord of ° is applying to ¢ 

then to ¤, it's intimated after almost three moneths, or perhaps so many Termes, the 

Estate by meanes of Friends, is transferred to the Native. 

Now in regard all the Significators are in the eighth house, this judgment is 

comformable to reason, that many vexations concerning his Wives meanes, joynture or 

dower, or Estate left her shall befall unto him; all may be concluded in a few words, the 

Wife or Wives shall have or bring a very good Fortune, but much trouble about some part 

of it. 

 
Which way they shall live, or whether Nationall or not. 

It's a scrupulous question, yet the first part signified by Mars, should live from the 

place of the Native's Birth eastward, inclining somewhat to the South, and not Native of his 

owne Shire.  
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The second by ¤ west, farre from the place of the Native's Birth, but English, because ¤ is 

essentially strong in —. 

 

 
J U D G M E N T S  upon  the  f i f t  House  

 
CHAPTER CLXXXII. 

Of CHILDREN. 
 

’ is totally excluded from judgment herein, the ¡ by her locall presence and 

existence within 2 degrees of the cusp of the fourth house, and “ the house of £, a barren 

Signe, descends. 

£ is combust, an argument of no issue, or else spurious. 

“ is a barren Signe, and so, per se, a testimony of barrennesse. 

™ is ascending in the 11th, ¦ is in that Signe, but obscured and impedited from 

assistance by position in the twelfth. 

 The presence of the ¡, her benevolent aspect to ¥ by Æ, and to £, ¢ and ¤; 

besides, the above named Planets their friendly radiation to the cusp of the fourth, do 

seem to overcome the former impediments, so that he shall have Issue: The number is 

derived from the Signe of the fourth, the ¡ therein placed, and the many Planets she is in 

friendly aspect withall.  

A Bycorporeall Signe giveth 2  

The ¡ cannot but adde  1 

In aspect with 4 Planets  4 a probability of four. 

But I conceive the Combustion of £ killeth one, and the Æ of ¡ to ¥ another, the 

Sexe or kinds being required are thus conjectured: Mars in a masculine Signe, one Male; 

¢ in a masculine Signe, one Male; the ¡ in “ so neer to a Æ of ¥, a Male; £ his power 

being given to ¢, may prenote a Male; onely ¤ and the ¡ in Ä, being both feminine, and 

¤ Almuten of the Geniture, note two Females, if not three, the Females may live, but not 

all the Males, &c. 

Their mutuall agreement is signified by the quality of the aspect; which being 

benigne, denoteth concordancy amongst them; yet ¤ is in probability like to come to great 

preferment.  
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J U D G M E N T S  upon  the  n in th  House  

 
CHAPTER CLXXXIII. 

Of TRAVELS. 
 

The first Quere is, Whether naturally this Native was designed to Travell, yea or no? 

That doubt is usually resolved by £ and ¡, who signifie Travels, in regard of their swift 

motion, and by that aspect which they have to each other at time of the Birth, the Signe or 

Signes wherein, and the place of Heaven from whence the aspect is: if they aspect each 

other by Ä or Æ out of the ninth or third houses, and the Signe or Signes be movable, the 

Native will never rest at home, but be alwayes wandring into forraigne parts: where note, 

that the third house signifies Travels neerer home, the ninth farther off. (He hath thrice 

been beyond Sea, twice in Barbary, once in Holland.)  

The Ä of £ and ¡ in our Scheame, and that reception besides, though it be small, is 

ground enough to move one to conclude, this Native should Travell: but because the 

Significators are part in a Signe movable, and part in a common; here seems some 

intervening or space of time betwixt Journey and Journey. 

 
Part of the World. 

Wherein we consider, first, those Planets that signifie Travels; in our Scheame they 

are ¥ Lord of the third, ¤ Lady of the ninth, ¡ and £: the Signes ‘, — and “, wherein the 

Significators are posited: the quarter of Heaven the Significators are in, Mars is in the West 

angle, ¡ in the West quarter, tending Northward, ¤ is in Southwest quarter, ¢ and £ in 

the same.  

Mars and ¡ naturally signifie the West, ¤ the South.  

£ being Peregrine, and so giving his vertue to the ¢, and the ¢ weak, both of them 

disposed by ¤, and she Almuten of the Nativity; all points out the South, verging to the 

West. 

The Significators generally point out from the place of the Birth, that part of Heaven 

which lyes South and by West, or more South then West, because of ¤, and that best 

also. 

Nor is the Native denied travelling towards the South-east, for 
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for Mars is entring •, and § Lord of the ascendant is in ’, a South-east Signe: but I 

cannot encourage much that wayes, but when § is strong and in an easterly Signe. 

 
The cause moving to Travell. 

Which is deduced from the Significators of Travell, and the houses wherein they are; 

but in my judgment, as properly from the houses of which the Signifcators are Lords.  

In our Scheame ¤, £ and ¢ being principall Significators, are in the eighth, ¤ being 

Lady of the fourth, and £ Disposer of the ¡ and Lord of the °; ¡ is Lady of the seventh, 

and ¥ is in that house, disposed by the ¢; from thence ariseth this judgment, That as the 

¡ and £ are in Ä, £ disposing °, it was desire to encrease his Fortune, or to get Wealth, 

that hath or shall move or cause the Native to Travell; together with a naturall desire or 

propensity to visit forreigne parts, because ¤ hath disposition both of £ and ¢, and is in 

her owne house and Signe of the ninth, which may also signifie the Native to delight in 

these Peregrinations, &c. ¥ also being Lord of the tenth, viz. of his Magistery or 

Profession in Æ with ¡ and ¤, might cause the Native first to be put on in his Travels by 

such a one as Mars, or by commission or authority of some principall man. 

 
 

Successe in Travels. 

(A more generall cause not impediting) the Native hath no great reason to feare his 

successe: seeing Spica – with the cusp of the ninth, and observing ¤, Lady of long 

Journeys, essentially fortified, and the ninth house totally free from any hostile aspect of § 

or ¥, I judge the Native may expect good successe in his Travels, viz. attaine Wealth and 

Reputation; yet ¡ in Æ with Mars, and Mars in Æ with ¤, in Signes of long ascentions, 

may upon some malevolent direction of the ascendant to ¥, or the ¡ to his ill aspect 

directed, may, I say, threaten some danger by a sudden fire, or by shipwrack; but ¡ in a 

humane Signe with Oculus ’, may also denote robbery and depredation by Theeves and 

Saylors; ergo, upon malevolent directions of the ascendant to ¥, as abovesaid, it's good 

the Native be carefull, or rest quiet, unlesse he find a stronger  
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benevolent direction, whereby that of Mars may be contradicted. 

 
Kingdomes and Countries, and quarter of Heaven best 

for the Native to Travell unto. 

Those Countries, Kingdomes or Cities which are subject unto š doe promise the 

Native health and security of person, for that Signe is not vitiated by the presence of evill 

aspect of any Planet. 

 The Native may verily expect to thrive, and to encrease his Fortune exceedingly in 

those Countries, Cities or Regions, which are subject unto œ, for that therein we find « 

locally, and the Lord of that Signe, viz. ¦, is essentially strong in ™. (What Countries or 

Cities are subject to š, —, œ, see in my first Part, pag. 94, 95, 96).  

He may also much advance his Estate and Reputation by journeying, or travelling 

and commercing in those Countries or Cities that — doth governe, for ¤ portends a safe 

returne, and ¢ doth give honour, fame or estimation, and he may with a little care, safely 

adventure either his person or stock into these Kingdomes regulated by ™: onely I thought 

good to give this generall caution, That if he doe travell into those Countries subject to š, 

he endeavour to reside in the Southerne parts thereof, verging a little to the West.  

If he travell or adventure his Estate into those Countries subject to œ, let him observe the 

Cities in the North of those Kingdomes. 

If he sojourne in those Dominions subject unto —, he ought to live in the Trade 

toward the West part thereof, verging a little South. 

If it lye in his way of Trade to adventure into those places subject unto ™, let him 

observe to deale, or live, or commerce into the East and North-east parts thereof. 

Dreames and Religion I leave to the Native's owne judgment; yet ¤ assures us, he will be 

religious in the Religion he was trained up in. 

 
 

 
J U D G M E N T S  upon  the  ten th  House  

 

CHAPTER CLXXXIIII. 

HONOR, PREFERMENT, &C. MAGISTERY, AND WITH WHAT REPUTE. 
 

ARTISTS usually consider Mars, ¤ and £, who being found either essentially strong, 

or any of them Lord of the  
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tenth, or posited in the seventh, which is naturally the house of Commerce, or in any partill 

aspect with the ¡, doe for the most part signifie a Profession &c. Mars is designed for the 

Native. Where note, the quality of the Native is ever considered; for Kings and Nobility 

have no professions, therefore it were absurd to tell them of a Trade, &c. but doubtlesse 

they may be inclined to such or such kinde of men, or things as are signified by the 

Significator of Magistery. 

In our Scheame Mars being Lord of the tenth, Æ with ¡, ¤, ¢ and £, doe absolutely 

pronounce to the Native a Profession, of what kinde we shall discover; the mixture or 

many aspects of all the Significators, argue that his Profession shall not be one and the 

same alwayes, but vary, according to the times and directions of the Hylegiacals. The 

potency of ¤ in Â with ¢ and ¥ in the seventh, and proximity of Significators to each 

others aspect; say, he shall trade or deale in such things as are usefull for man and 

without which man may not well subsist: this I judge, because both ¤ ¢, £ and ¡ are in 

humaine Signes: Mars in • the house of the ¢ may denote in Mettals and Minerals, or 

Martiall and solar condition. ¤ represents Jewels, Bracelets, ornaments for Women. £ 

signifieth Accounts, Merchandize, in Â with ¢ Solar businesses. Let the Native observe 

what is signified by ¢, ¤ or ¥ and in such Merchandises and Men, he will attaine to 

Preferment, Honour and estimation in the world, which by reason that Lucida Lyrae is 

neere the degree culminating, and Lucida Lyrae is asecnding: ¦ essentiall strong and 

Lord of the 11th and ¤ in Cazimi with the ¢ is signified to be very splendid, fortunate and 

famous, according to the quality if his birth or pofession he useth: So that from hence I 

gather the Native shall have a Calling, shall live plentifully of it, and in much estimation in 

all those places where he shall reside; so that what amongst men honourably descended 

is honour in a strict sense, shall be fame, reputation and a plantifull manner of living, in the 

course of life the Native is designed for: and this is apertly Demonstration by the being of 

¢ with ¤. The Ä which the Luminaries have to each other, and also the ¡ her proximity to 

Oculus Taurus, a Star giving usually sudden and unexpected 
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preferment from State, King or Prince, designes the like untous by meanes of a Venerian 

creature. Thus I conceive because ¤ is with ¢, and ¢, and ¡ is with oculus tauri, who is 

of Mars his condition and he is Lord of the tenth. Nor is ¦ his being in ™ to be slighted, he 

being Lord of the eleventh, many in time denote some Office of publique trust in the 

Common-wealth. 

So that having examined the Profession of quality of the Materials the Native is to 

deale in; and having considered the Preferment or increase he may expect thereupon, it 

rests onely to give the Native this Caution, which generally he is to use during his life; that 

according to the good Directions of Medium Coeli or ¢ to benevolent Promittors, he be 

more valiant and active, &c. e contrario: my meaning is, that in those yeers when they 

come to fortunate aspects, he endeavour with his Penny and industry to make good use of 

those proper Directions for better increase both of his esteeme and Credit in the World, as 

also for enlargement of his Fortune. 

 
 

 
J U D G M E N T S  upon  the  e leventh  House  

 
CHAPTER CLXXXIII. 

Of FRIENDS. 
 

Here ascends by a corporeall Signe, viz. ™ upon the cuspe of the eleventh; to which 

cuspe the ¡ casteth her Ã aspect; as if Saylors, vulgar fellowes were not fit to be 

accepted into the number of the Natives Friends; the Moone also is Lady of the seventh: a 

Partner in this Natives imployment will not naturally suit to his profit, but to his dammage. 

All those poeple signified by the Moone are not to be admitted into Friendship; what they 

are see Page 81. The Signe it selfe, and ¦ posited in the Signe represents men of Joviall 

stature and condition, are fit persons for the Native to associate with in point of friendship; 

so also Venerians, not Mercurians because he is Peregrine, Combust, &c. ¥ beholds the 

cuspe of the eleventh with Ä: he may import commanders of Armies, Townes,  
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Governours, principall Magistrates, to be assistant to the Native in point of friendship, 

provided they be of Mars his description in •, which what it is see to the Signe its quality 

and ¥ therein; Surgeons also, Physitians, Drugists, Apothecaries, Masters of Mints, or any 

using a profession wherein Iron Instruments are of concernment. 

 

 
 

J U D G M E N T S  upon  the  tw e l f th  House  

 
CHAPTER CLXXXIV. 

Of IMPRISONMENT. 
 

If we beleeve former Presidents, or the judgment of sound Authors, the presence of 

¦ in the twelfth, giveth victory over all secret enemies, and defendeth the body from any 

restraint of liberty, or imprisonment; for the Luminaries are neither in hostile aspect, or 

either of them afflicted by § or ¥ out of Angles; so that none of those Aphorismes 

alledged by us Page 643. doe seeme to take place or have influence in our Scheame; 

ergo, our Native avoyding the generall fate of the place he shall live in, shall not need 

feare Imprisonment.  

 
 

 
 

J U D G M E N T S  upon  the  e igh th  House  

 
CHAPTER CLXXXV. 

Of DEATH, its quality. 
 

We have onely one testimony of a violent Death, viz. the ¡ with Oculus Taurus; but 

because she is not angular, or impedited by the malevolent aspect of either the infortunes 

or the Lord of the eighth, or by any aspect of any Planet posited in the eighth; that feare is 

absolutely taken away, and the rather, because both ¤ and ¦ are essentially strong and 

Lords of the Geniture; so that a naturall death is portended  
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unto the Native, in as much as concernes his private Genesis, and which shall be 

confirmed by truth it selfe (yet must he cautiously beware of publique Calamities, for not 

private fate resisteth the Publique).  

 The cuspe of the eighth house is governed by ¢, who by Ptolomey and the 

Nation of the Learned, is ever excluded from being Anareta. We have ¤ and £ posited in 

the eighth, but £ being Lord of – the Signe intercepted and also of the sixt, he cannot be 

excluded from having dominion in the manner of Death, and may also properly be called 

Intersector or Anareta in our Scheame; although in regard of his impotency and 

indisposition in Signe, ¤ seemes to regulate his malice; now for as much as £ doth 

naturally signifie Consumptions or decay of Nature, the Spleen, Spittle, Melancholly, &c. 

and for that — is the exaltation of §, wherein £ is placed; I judge that the Native shall dye 

in his old age, not oppressed with one or other epidemicall or long continued Disease, but 

meerly by a sensible privation of Nature, having perhaps its originall from some dry cough, 

or the like, &c. or from want of sufficient radicall moysture to comfort the heart, for £ in — 

signifies the heart, whom ¢ naturally doth more exsiccate by his proximity unto him; and 

therefore questionlesse the manner or quality of the Natives Death will be, as by Art 

prescribed, viz. either by some horce dry cough, or decay of naturall strength at the heart.  

 

 




